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The Internet in its present form does not protect content from censorship. It is straightforward
to trace any document back to a specific Web server, and usually directly to an individual. As we
discuss below, there are valid reasons for publishing a document in a censorship-resistant manner.
Unfortunately, few tools exist that facilitate this form of publishing. We describe the architecture
of robust systems for publishing content on the Web. The discussion is in the context of Publius, as
that system meets the most design goals of currently deployed systems. Publius has the property
that it is very difficult for any adversary to censor or modify the content. In addition, the identity
of the publisher is protected once the content is posted. The system differs from others in that tools
are provided for updating or deleting published content, and users can browse the content in the
normal point-and-click manner using a standard Web browser and a client-side proxy.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.0 [Computer-Communications Networks]: General—
Security and protection; K.4.4 [Computers and Society]: Electronic Commerce—Security

General Terms: Security

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Censorship resistance, Web publishing

1. INTRODUCTION

The publication of written words has long been a tool for spreading new (and
sometimes controversial) ideas, often with the goal of bringing about social
change. Thus the printing press and, more recently, the World Wide Web
are powerful revolutionary tools. But those who seek to suppress revolutions
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possess powerful tools of their own. These tools give them the ability to stop
publication, destroy published materials, or prevent the distribution of pub-
lications. And even if they cannot successfully censor the publication, they
may intimidate and physically or financially harm the author or publisher in
order to send a message to other would-be-revolutionaries that they would
be well advised to consider an alternative occupation. Even without a threat
of personal harm, authors may wish to publish their works anonymously or
pseudonymously because they believe they will be more readily accepted if
not associated with a person of their gender, race, ethnic background, or other
characteristics.

Anonymous publications have been used to help bring about change through-
out history. Historians have often noted the role of anonymous publication in
the Colonies during the Revolutionary War period, when British law prohib-
ited writings suggesting the overthrow of the government. Anonymous publi-
cation itself was illegal, as British law required that books and pamphlets bear
the name of their authors and printers. After the United States government
was established the leaders of the former colonies enacted the First Amend-
ment, which among other things, protects anonymous and pseudononymous
publication. Historians have identified over 75 public officials—including pres-
idents, Cabinet members, and members of Congress—who published anony-
mous or pseudononymous writings during the three decades following the
Revolutionary War. It was also common for people to submit anonymous or
pseudononymous letters to the editors of newspapers around that time. In
small towns, people could often guess the identities of these letter writers,
but usually could not prove that their guesses were correct. Thus even in small
towns, anonymous publications afforded their writers a degree of deniability
[Smith 2000].

Quotations about the Internet’s ability to resist censorship and promote
anonymity have become nearly cliche. John Gillmore’s quote “The Net treats
censorship as damage and routes around it” has been interpreted as a statement
that the Internet cannot be censored. And Peter Steiner’s famous New Yorker
cartoon captioned “On the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog” has been used
to hype the Internet as a haven of anonymity. But, increasingly, people have
come to learn that unless they take extraordinary precautions, their online
writings can be censored and the true identity behind their online pseudonyms
revealed.

Examples of the Internet’s limited ability to resist censorship can be found
in the Church of Scientology’s attempts to stop the online publication of docu-
ments critical of the Church. Since 1994 the Church has combed the Internet
for documents that contain what they describe as Church secrets. Indivi-
dual authors, Internet service providers, and major newspapers such as The
Washington Post, have had to defend their publication of excerpts from Church
documents (some of them fewer than 50 words) in court. The Church has
used copyright and trademark law in an attempt to suppress the publication
of Church documents [Grossman 1995]. In 1995, the Church convinced the
Finnish police to force Julf Helsingius, the operator of anonymous remailer
〈anon.penet.fi〉, to reveal the true name of a user who had made anonymous
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postings about the Church. When the Church tried to obtain the names of
two more users, the following year, Helsingius decided to shut the remailer
down [Newman 1998].

The US Digital Millennium Copyright Act, established to help copyright
owners protect their intellectual property in an online environment, is also
proving to be yet another useful tool for censors. The Act requires online service
providers to take down content upon notification from a copyright owner that
the content infringes their copyright. While there is a process in place for the
content owner to refute the infringement claim, the DMCA requires the online
service provider to take down the content immediately and only restore it later
if the infringement claim is not proven valid.

We developed Publius in an attempt to provide a Web publishing system
highly resistant to censorship and provide publishers with a high degree of
anonymity. Publius was the pen name used by the authors of the Federalist
Papers, Alexander Hamilton, John Jay, and James Madison. This collection
of 85 articles, published pseudonymously in New York State newspapers from
October 1787 through May 1788, was influential in convincing New York voters
to ratify the proposed United States Constitution [32].

We envision Publius as a useful tool for corporate whistle blowers and gov-
ernment protesters. Around the world, many governments continue to restrict
the freedom of their citizens, suppress the speech of those speaking out against
them and against human rights violations. Dissidents in these countries are
increasingly using the Internet to organize and to inform the rest of the world
about the situation in their countries. It is important that they be able to com-
municate anonymously, and in a manner that cannot be blocked by their gov-
ernments. Whistle blowers are also using the Internet to report on unethical
or illegal company practices. Often, whistle blowers are employees of the com-
panies that they speak out against, and must remain anonymous or risk their
jobs. Companies often use threats and lawsuits to suppress whistle blowers.
Many Internet service providers remove controversial content rather than risk
expensive legal battles.

While we hope that Publius will provide a platform that protects speech that
promotes human rights and other positive goals, it is important to realize that
such a technology can also protect speech that its creators find objectionable.
Hate speech, libelous speech, and speech that is illegal in many jurisdictions
could potentially be published using Publius or other censorship-resistant pub-
lishing tools. Some critics have suggested that designing and building such a
system is irresponsible. However, the designers of such systems argue that the
goal of protecting speech is compelling enough that it is worth tolerating the risk
that objectionable speech may be published as well. Furthermore, it is impor-
tant to remember that while censorship-resistant publishing systems provide
a platform for speech, they do not compel people to promote or even read every-
thing that gets published. Objectionable speech may be attacked with rebuttals
or educational speech, or may simply be ignored.

This article presents an architecutre for robust Web publishing systems. We
describe nine design goals for such systems, review several existing systems,
and take an in-depth look at Publius, a system that meets these design goals.
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1.1 Design Goals

Nine design goals are considered for robust Web publishing systems.

Censorship resistant. Our system should make it extremely difficult for a
third party to make changes to or force the deletion of published material.
This can be important for dissidents in countries that restrict personal free-
dom. Such governments can force the removal of content they deem inap-
propriate. Censorship resistance is useful whenever there is an asymmetric
power relationship between those who wish to publish content and those
who control what-content can be published.

Tamper evident. Our system should be able to detect unauthorized changes
made to published material. This is important because the ability to modify
published information gives an adversary a way to defeat the system.

Source anonymous. There should be no way to tell who published the ma-
terial once it is published on the Web. (This requires an anonymous trans-
port mechanism between publishers and Web servers.) Without the ability
to publish information anonymously, some users may shy away from using
the system. The idea is to provide an outlet for information that could oth-
erwise lead to danger for the publishers if their identity became known. A
system that meets this goal protects whistle blowers from an individual, or
organization that could do them harm.

Updateable. Our system should allow publishers to make changes to their
own material or delete it should they so choose. While censorship resistance
is important, it is also reasonable to assume that a publisher may decide to
remove some material. It is also possible that content may change, and it
is useful to reflect that change in a published document without having to
change its name or address.

Deniable. Since our system relies on parties in addition to the publisher (as do
most publishing systems, online and offline), third parties should be able to
deny knowledge about published content. This is important, since if there is
a way to offer provable content deniability to host administrators, then these
hosts can participate without fear of negative consequences. In this case, it
is likely that many more people will participate and volunteer as hosts. Also,
without deniability, that is, without lack of knowledge about what is on the
server, some server hosts may actually censor content that they don’t like.
For true censorship resistance, it is important that the hosts not know what
content they are storing and simply act as remote storage.

Fault tolerant. Our system should work even if some of the third parties are
malicious or faulty. Without that, there is little hope for censorship resis-
tance, as accidental and malicious failure of only a small number of nodes
could eliminate content.

Persistent. Publishers should be able to publish material indefinitely without
setting an up-front expiration date. This goal aims to avoid the automatic
censorship of content. USENET is an example of a system whose content is
in danger of disappearing when articles expire.
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Extensible. Our system should be able to support the addition of new features
as well as new participants.

Freely available. All software required for our system should be freely avail-
able. This is important since it is possible that someone wishing to publish
or retrieve something may not have the financial means to use a scheme
that requires payment. Also, it is difficult to achieve anonymity in payment
schemes, so this design goal aids in achieving anonymity.

2. CONNECTION-BASED ANONYMITY TOOLS

Before we describe the architecture of robust Web publishing systems, it is
constructive to look at connection-based anonymity tools, which are a building
block for such systems. Connection based annoymity tools provide anonymous
Internet connections, for example between a Web client and a Web server. In
this section, we describe the existing systems.

The Anonymizer <http://www.anonymizer.com> provides connection-based
anonymity by acting as a proxy for HTTP requests. An individual wishing to
retrieve a Web page anonymously simply sends a request for that page to the
Anonymizer. The Anonymizer then retrieves the page and sends it back to the
individual who requested it.

LPWA [Gabber et al. 1999], now known as Proxymate, is an anonymizing
proxy that also offers a feature to automatically generate unique pseudonymous
user names (with corresponding passwords) and email addresses that users can
send to Web sites. Every time a user returns to a particular Web site, the same
pseudonyms are generated. The functionality of the anonymizing proxy is very
similar to that of the Anonymizer.

Several anonymity tools have been developed around the concept of mix net-
works [Chaum 1981]. A mix network is a collection of routers, called mixes,
that use a layered encryption technique to encode the path that communica-
tions, should take through the network. In addition, mix networks use other
techniques such as buffering and message reordering to further obscure the
correlation between messages entering and exiting the network.

Onion Routing [Reed et al. 1996] is a system for anonymous and private
Internet connections based on mix networks. An Onion Routing user creates a
layered data structure, called an onion, that specifies the encryption algorithms
and keys to be used as data is transported to the intended recipient. As the
data passes through each onion router along the way, one layer of encryption
is removed according to the recipe contained in the onion. The request arrives
at the recipient in plain text, with only the IP address of the last onion-router
on the path. An HTTP proxy has been developed that allows an individual to
use the Onion Router to make anonymous HTTP requests.

Crowds [Reiter and Rubin 1998] is an anonymity system based on the idea
that people become anonymous when they blend into a crowd. As with mix
networks, Crowds users need not trust a single third party in order to maintain
their anonymity. Crowds users submit their requests through a crowd, a group
of Web surfers running the Crowds software. The members of the crowd form
a peer-to-peer network in which each member knows of the existence of every
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other member. Crowds users forward HTTP requests to a randomly-selected
member of their crowd. A crowd member, upon receiving an HTTP request
from another crowd member, can forward the request to yet another member
of the crowd or retrieve the document associated with the HTTP request. The
crowd members who forwarded the HTTP request form a path from the request
initiator to the server storing the requested document. Notice that each member
of this path cannot determine which crowd member initiated the request. Each
member of the path is simply forwarding the request, and can convincingly
deny generating the request. Once the requested document is received from the
HTTP server, it is passed back over the same crowd members that forwarded
the request. The main difference between a mix network and Crowds is in the
way paths are determined and packets are encrypted. In mix networks, packets
are encrypted according to a predetermined path before they are submitted to
the network. In Crowds, a path is configured as a request traverses the network
and each crowd member encrypts the request for the next member on the path.
Crowds also utilizes efficient symmetric ciphers, and was designed to perform
much better than mix-based solutions.

The Freedom anonymity system 〈http://www.freedom.net〉 provides an
anonymous Internet connection similar to Onion Routing; however, it is im-
plemented at the IP layer rather than the application level. Freedom supports
several protocols including HTTP, SMTP, POP3, USENET, and IRC. In addition,
Freedom allows the creation of pseudonyms that can be used when interacting
with Web sites or other network users.

3. ROBUST CENSORSHIP-RESISTANT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section we attempt to abstract the particular implementation details and
describe the underlying components and architecture of a censorship-resistant
system. Censorship-resistant systems consist of a collection of technologies,
protocols, and algorithms. A weakness in any one of them can render the sys-
tem vulnerable to attack by a single adversary or a collection of colluding ad-
versaries. Hence, design choices are not solely dictated by the features of the
desired system, but also by the power of the potential adversary. This usu-
ally leads to design trade-offs, as each additional feature can introduce new
vulnerabilities into the system. Below, we describe the basic components of a
censorship-resistant system.

3.1 Storage

Clearly, a robust censorship-resistant system needs to duplicate published con-
tent. A document that is available on only one server is vulnerable not only
to a potential adversary but also to mother nature, the electric company, and
the network connectivity provider. An adversary can use threats or the law to
force the content off a single system. Ideally, participating servers would be
located throughout the world, in different judicial domains. This would make
judicial attacks harder, and probably make threat-based attacks more expen-
sive. As previously stated, one must take the power of the potential adversary
into account. If the adversary is a powerful government intelligence agency,
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with operatives located throughout the world, threat-based attacks are more
likely to succeed.

There are a number of options for obtaining the servers and associated
storage needed to duplicate published content. We could envision a contract-
based system, wherein a large company, or group of companies, that own
servers in many locations around the world, would host the content. Individu-
als would be charged for publishing or retrieving content. As previously men-
tioned, this scheme has several problems. An adversary can simply threaten
the corporations involved in hosting the content. Even if this is difficult, a pay-
based system is unattractive because someone wishing to retrieve or publish a
document may not have the financial means to pay for system use. It is for these
reasons that many censorship-resistant systems employ a volunteer-based stor-
age system in which individuals contribute space on their own servers.

The servers form a distributed file system. The disk space is then shared by
users of the system. Contribution of space may itself be considered a form of
payment for participating in the system. As long as we are willing to contribute
disk space to the system we may publish and retrieve documents on the system.
This is considered a credit-based system.

3.2 Join, Leave Protocols

A censorship-resistant system that utilizes disk space on volunteer servers
requires protocols for adding or deleting servers. A static system that does not
allow new servers to join can quickly outgrow its available storage. In addition,
a static system doesn’t scale well when usage grows.

A system in which any server can dynamically join or leave sounds ideal,
however it comes at a cost in both complexity and security. By allowing anyone
to join the system, we become open to the possibility that adversaries could
join the system. Adversaries can collude to manipulate the system in various
ways. For example, a group of adversaries could attempt to route a particular
document to servers that they control.

One possible solution is to treat the group of participating servers as a peer-
to-peer network. In this model, a new server can join by simply notifying an
existing member of the network. The existing member notifies his neighbors.
The neighbors can then forward the join message to their neighbors. Using this
message-passing mechanism, the rest of the network can learn of the existence
of the new server. Analogously, a server can leave the network by sending the
appropriate message to his neighbors.

Another solution is to have some sort of hierarchy among the various servers.
Only priveledged servers would be allowed to admit new network members. The
servers could demand some sort of credential before allowing a new server to
join the network. Once a new server has joined, the admitting server notifies
all other members of the network. A similar mechanism is used when a server
leaves the network.

There are a variety of ways to actually implement these solutions. Addi-
tional complexity is added when building reputation- or credit-based systems.
In these systems, participating servers can accumulate credits or gain some sort
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of positive or negative reputation. The problem occurs when servers temporar-
ily leave the system or change IP addresses. There must be some mechanism
to maintain the server’s accumulated credits or reputation.

3.3 Naming and Content Storage

The convention used to name a document can greatly affect the document’s
censorship-resistant properties. If the document’s name contains the address of
the server storing the content, then an adversary can simply target the specific
server holding the content. Hence, if this sort of naming convention is used, we
must place the document on enough servers to make such an attack difficult.
Once again, we must realize that the term “difficult” is relative—it depends on
the power of the adversary.

An alternative scheme is to name the document in a server-independent
manner. In order to retrieve the stored document, a request is broadcast to all
or a large subset of participating servers. Each server possessing a copy of the
document sends it to the requesting agent.

Broadcast is just one way of locating the document in such a system. Another
is to apply some sort of transform to the document name. The transform reveals
which servers are holding the desired document. Note that the transform does
not necessarily have to be public. For example, the transform could be the
application of some sort of decryption function. The decryption key would be
known only to people authorized to view the document.

An alternative to storing the whole document on participating servers is to
break the document into component blocks. Each block is replicated and stored
on some subset of participating servers. The address or name of each block must
be recorded in some sort of data structure, so that the document can later be
reconstructed. This data structure itself can be written to a file and published
on the censorship-resistant system. In order to read the document, we first
retrieve the file containing this data structure.

3.4 Tamper Protection

A censorship-resistant system should provide a tamper-detection mechanism.
The reasons are obvious—an adversary can manipulate any document stored
on his server. Tamper detection is usually accomplished by applying some cryp-
tographic transform, such as a strong cryptographic hash, to the document and
storing this hash in a place that the adversary cannot convincingly modify (such
as the document name).

We could take an alternate approach, which once again takes into account
the power of the adversary. If it is reasonable to assume that all adversaries
combined can never control more than n servers, then we can store each docu-
ment on 2n+ 1 servers. In order to check for tampering, we retrieve all 2n+ 1
copies. At least n+1 copies, a majority, will be identical. This is the valid docu-
ment. While this scheme is horribly inefficient, and would not be used in a real
system, it was presented to illustrate how adversarial assumptions can affect
system design.
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3.5 Untraceable Communication Channel

Although an untraceable communication channel does not immediately come
to mind as an important part of a censorship-resistant system, its addition can
greatly improve the system’s censorship-resistant properties. Such a communi-
cation channel allows two parties to carry on communication with a degree of
anonymity. In addition, the channel can be used to prevent others from learning
that two systems are engaged in a conversation. Systems providing this sort of
communication channel are described in Section 2.

The effectiveness of the channel almost always depends on the power of the
adversary. If the adversary can view all traffic on the entire network, these
tools may be ineffective. Particular uses of such a channel include allowing
an individual to anonymously publish a document. In addition, the channel
could be used to hide the true location of a particular document. Requests for
the document are routed through various servers—this activity, along with the
generation of cover traffic, may help defeat network traffic analysis aimed at
discovering the true location of the document.

4. EXISTING SYSTEMS

In this section we describe how existing systems achieve the stated goals. The
discussion focuses mostly on Publius, as that is the system that we imple-
mented.

4.1 Overview of the Systems

The first system we describe is Publius. The system consists of publishers who
post Publius content to the Web, servers who host random-looking content,
and retrievers who browse Publius content on the Web. At present, the system
supports any static content such as HTML pages, images, and other files such
as postscript and pdf. Javascript also works. However, there is no support for
interactive scripting such as CGI. Also, published Java applets will not be able
to make outbound connections back to the publisher’s host because the applet
is no longer being served from the publisher’s server, but is served by a set
of Publius servers. Applets can only make outbound connections back to the
server that actually sent it to the browser [Gollmann 1999].

We assume that there is a system-wide list of available, geographically dis-
persed, servers. The servers are located in a variety of different judicial do-
mains, making judicial or threat-based attacks expensive. Publius content is
encrypted by the publisher and spread over some of the Web servers. The ini-
tial release of Publius only supported server addition. New servers could be
added to the list of available servers, but no server could be removed from
the list. Servers that no longer participated simply ignored Publius client
requests.

The publisher takes the key, K , that is used to encrypt the file to be published
and splits it into n shares, such that any k of them can reproduce the original
K , but k− 1 give no hints as to the key [Shamir 1979]. Each server receives the
encrypted Publius content and one of the shares. At this point, the server has
no idea what it is hosting—it simply stores some random-looking data.
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To browse content, a retriever must get the encrypted Publius content from
some server and k of the shares. As described below, a mechanism is in place
to detect whether the content has been tampered with. The publishing process
produces a special URL that is used to recover the data and the shares. The
published content is cryptographically tied to the URL. Any modification to the
stored Publius content or the URL results in a failed tamper check. If all tamper
checks fail, the Publius content cannot be read.

In addition to the publishing mechanism, we provide a way for publishers
(and nobody else) to update or delete their Publius content. In the next several
sections, we describe the Publius functions in some detail. We use a simple ex-
ample of a publisher with one HTML file. Publishing more complicated content,
such as Web pages that have links to each other, is covered in Section 5. We
now give an overview of other systems:

Janus, currently known as Rewebber [Demuth and Rieke 1999] 〈http://
www.rewebber.de〉, is a combination author- and connection-based anonymiz-
ing tool. With respect to connection-based anonymity, Janus functions almost
exactly like the Anonymizer; it retrieves Web pages on an individual’s behalf.
Publisher anonymity is provided by a URL rewriting service. An individual
submits a URL U to Janus and receives a Janus URL in return. A Janus URL
has the following form 〈http://www.rewebber.com/surf-encrypted/Ek(U )〉where
Ek(U ) represents URL U encrypted with Janus’s public key. This new URL
hides U’s true value, and therefore may be used as an anonymous address for
URL U. Upon receiving a request for a Janus URL, Janus simply decrypts the
encrypted part of the URL with its private key. This reveals the Web page’s
true location to Janus. Janus now retrieves the page and sends it back to the
requesting client. Just before Janus sends the page back to the client, each URL
contained in the page is converted into a Janus URL.

Goldberg and Wagner [1998] describe their implementation of an anonymous
Web publishing system based on a network of Rewebbers. The Rewebber net-
work consists of a collection of networked computers, each of which runs an
HTTP proxy server and possesses a public/private key pair. Each HTTP proxy
server is addressable via a unique URL. An individual wishing to hide the true
location of WWW-accessible file f, first decides on a set of Rewebber servers
through which a request for file f is to be routed. Using an encryption technique
similar to the one used in onion routing, the URLs of these Rewebber servers
are encrypted to form a URL U. Upon receiving an HTTP GET request for
URL U, the Rewebber proxy uses its private key to peel away the outermost
encryption layer of U. This decryption reveals only the identity of the next
Rewebber server that the request should be passed to. Therefore, only the
last Rewebber server in the chain knows the true location of f. The problem
with this scheme is that if any of the Rewebber servers along the route crashes,
then file f cannot be found. Only the crashed file server possesses the private
key that exposes the next server in the chain of Rewebber servers that eventu-
ally leads to file f. The use of multiple Rewebber servers and encryption leads
to long URLs that cannot be easily memorized. The TAZ server was invented in
order to associate a meaningful name to these long URLs. TAZ servers provide
a mapping of names (ending in .taz) to URLs in the same way that a DNS server
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maps domain names to IP addresses. This anonymous publishing system was
built as a “proof of concept” for a class project.

Rewebber and TAZ aimed for a subset of our design goals. The important
feature is source anonymity, which is achieved by having requests traverse a
mix network.

Most of the previous work in anonymous Web publishing was done in the
context of building a system to realize Anderson’s Eternity Service [Anderson
1996]. The Eternity Service is a server-based storage medium that is resistant
to denial of service attacks and destruction of most participating file servers.
An individual wishing to anonymously publish a document simply submits it
to the Eternity Service along with an appropriate fee. The Eternity Service
then copies the document onto a random subset of servers participating in
the Eternity Service. Once submitted, a document cannot be removed from the
Eternity Service. Thus, an author cannot be forced, even under threat, to delete
a document published on the Eternity Service. Below, we review several projects
whose goals closely mirror or were inspired by the Eternity Service.

Usenet Eternity [Back 1997] is a Usenet news-based implementation of a
scaled-down version of Anderson’s Eternity Service. The system uses Usenet
to store anonymously published documents. Documents to be published anony-
mously must be formatted according to a specific set of rules that call for the
addition of headers and processing by PGP and SHA1. The correctly formatted
message is then sent to 〈alt.anonymous.messages〉. A piece of software, called
the eternity server, is used to read the anonymously posted articles from the
〈alt.anonymous.messages〉 newsgroup. The eternity server is capable of caching
some newsgroup articles. This helps prevent the loss of a document when it is
deleted from Usenet. The problem with using Usenet news to store the anony-
mously published file is that an article usually exists on a news server for only
a short period of time before it is deleted. In addition, a posting can be censored
by a particular news administrator or by someone posting cancel or supersede
requests [Skirvin 1999] to Usenet. A much more ambitious implementation is
being designed [Cyberspace Eternity 2001].

The Eternity system, and in particular the Usenet Eternity service were de-
signed for censorship resistance, tamper evident, source anonymous, and fault
tolerance. One of the weaknesses of the Usenet solution is the lack of any up-
date mechanism and lack of persistence, due to the automatic expiration of
Usenet messages. However, Usenet messages are being archived by several
organizations, so theoretically, with enough effort eternity content could be
reconstructed.

FreeNet [Clarke et al. 2000] is an adaptive network approach to the censor-
ship problem. FreeNet is composed of a network of computers (nodes), each of
which is capable of storing files locally. In addition, each node in the network
maintains a database that characterizes the files stored on some of the other
nodes in the network. When a node receives a request for a nonlocal file, it
uses the information found in its database to decide which node to forward the
request to. Forwarding is continued until either the document is found or the
message is considered timed-out. If the document is found, it is passed back
through the chain of forwarding nodes. Each node in this chain can cache the
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file locally. Caching plays the main role in dealing with the censorship issue.
Multiple copies make it difficult for someone to censor the material. A file can be
published anonymously by simply uploading it to one of the nodes in the adap-
tive network. FreeNet meets the design goals of censorship resistance, tamper
evident, source anonymous, persistence, and fault tolerance. Deniability is not
achieved, as whoever is storing a file can observe its content. Persistence is
achieved in an interesting way. Content that is accessible more than other con-
tent is available longer. Thus, things are available based on how interesting
they are.

Intermemory [Goldberg and Yianilos 1998] is a system for achieving an im-
mense self-replicating distributed persistent RAM, using a set of networked
computers. An individual wishing to join the Intermemory donates some disk
space for an extended period of time, in exchange for the right to store a much
smaller amount of data in the Intermemory. Each donation of disk space is
incorporated into the Intermemory. Data stored on the Intermemory is auto-
matically replicated and dispersed. Replication and dispersion give the Inter-
memory properties that are similar to Anderson’s Eternity Service. The main
focus of the Intermemory project is not anonymous publishing, but the preser-
vation of electronic media. A small Intermemory prototype is described in Chen
et al. [1999]. The security and cryptographic components were not fully speci-
fied in either paper, so we cannot comment on its anonymity properties, nor on
how well it achieves its design goals.

Benes [1998] describes in detail how we might implement a full-fledged Eter-
nity service. Benes and several students at Charles University are attempting
to create a software implementation of the Eternity Service based on Benes’
thesis.

Free Haven [Dingledine et al. 2000] is unique among all the previously de-
scribed systems in that it utilizes a trust-based mechanism in the management
of file blocks. Free Haven consists of a collection of networked servers that can
trade file blocks and communicate using an anonymous remailer. The trading
of blocks induces trust relationships that are developed over time. Violations
of trust are broadcast to other servers in the Free Haven network, allowing
each server to adjust its trust ratings. A published file is broken into blocks,
each of which is traded among the Free Haven servers. In order to reconstruct
a file, a server broadcasts a request for all the component blocks of the file.
Each server that possesses one of the component blocks sends it back to the
requesting server via an anonymous remailer. The frequent trading of blocks
and the anonymity of servers make it difficult to censor a document, as the
actual location of the component blocks is hard to pin down.

4.2 Publish

The following text describes the Publius publish pseudocode of Figure 1. In the
text below, Alice is performing the work that is actually done by Publius client
software in response to a publish request. This software is described in Section
5. To publish a document M , the publisher, Alice, first generates a random
symmetric key, K . In the initial release of Publius, this key is generated from a
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Fig. 1. Publish algorithm.

combination of the SHA1 and MD5 hash of M . Alice then encrypts M to produce
{M }K , M encrypted under K , using the Blowfish symmetric cipher. Next, Alice
splits K into n shares using Shamir secret sharing, such that any k of them
can reproduce the secret.

For each of the n shares, Alice computes

namei = wrap(H(M · sharei))

That is, each share has a corresponding name. The name is calculated by con-
catenating the share with the message, taking a cryptographic hash, H, of the
two, and xoring the first half of the hash output with the second half. We call
the xor of the two halves wrap. In our system, we use MD5 [Rivest 1992] as the
hash function, so each namei is 8-bytes long. Note that the namei ’s are depen-
dent on every bit of M and the share. The namei values are used in the Publius
server addressing scheme described below.

Recall that each publisher possesses a list of size m of the available servers
in the system. For each of the n shares, we compute

locationi = (namei MOD m)+ 1

to obtain n values, each between 1 and m. If at least d unique values are
not obtained, we start over and pick another K . The value d represents the
minimum number of unique servers that will hold the Publius content. Clearly,
this value needs to be greater than or equal to k, since at least k shares are
needed to reconstruct the key K . Similarly, d must be less than or equal to
m. It is certainly desirable to reduce the number of times we need to generate
a new key K . Hence we need to create a sufficient number of shares, so that
with high probability d -unique servers are found. This problem is equivalent
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Fig. 2. The Publius publication process. The publisher computes the namei values by hashing
together the Web page and the symmetric key shares. Those values are then used to compute
the locations. The publisher then uses the location value as an index into the location table and
publishes the encrypted file, along with the share in a directory called namei on the appropriate
server.

to the well-known Coupon Collectors problem [Motwani and Raghavan 1995].
In the coupon Collectors problem there are y different coupons that a collector
wishes to collect. The collector obtains coupons one at a time, randomly with
repetitions. The expected number of coupons the collector needs to collect before
obtaining all y different coupons is y ∗ ln( y). By analogy, a unique slot in the
available server list is equivalent to a coupon. Therefore, for each key K we
create n = dd ∗ ln(d )e shares. Any unused shares are thrown away.

Alice now uses each locationi as an index into the list of servers. She publishes
{M }k , sharei, and some other information in a directory called namei on the
server at location locationi in the server list. Thus, given M , K , and m, the
locations of all of the shares are uniquely determined. The URL that is produced
contains at least d namei values concatenated together. A detailed description
of the URL structure is given in Section 5.

Figure 2 illustrates the publication process.

4.3 Retrieve

The following text describes the retrieve pseudocode of Figure 3. In the text
below, Bob is performing the work that is actually done by the Publius client
software in response to a retrieve request. The retriever, Bob, wishes to view
the Publius content addressed by Publius URL U . Bob parses out the namei
values from U and, for each one, computes

locationi = (namei MOD m)+ 1

Where m is the size of the list of available servers. Thus, he discovers the index
to the table of servers for each of the shares. Next, Bob chooses k of these
arbitrarily. From this list of k servers, he chooses one and issues an HTTP
GET command to retrieve the encrypted file and the share. Bob knows that the
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Fig. 3. Retrieve algorithm.

encrypted file, {M }K is stored in a file called file on each server, in the namei
directory. The key share is stored in a file called share in the same directory.

Next, Bob retrieves the other k − 1 shares in a similar fashion (If all goes
well, he does not need to retrieve any other files or shares.) Once Bob has all
of the shares, he combines them to form the key, K . He then decrypts the file,
which yields M . Next, Bob verifies that all of the namei values corresponding
to the selected shares are correct by recomputing

namei = wrap(H(M · sharei))

where H is the MD5 hash function. If the k namei ’s are all correct (i.e., if they
match the ones in the URL), Bob can be satisfied that either the document
is intact, or that someone has found a collision in the hash function. This is
Publius’ tamper-check mechanism.

If any of the namei values do not match, Bob can try a different set of k shares
and an encrypted file stored on one of the other n−1 servers. If this k share and
encrypted file combination also fail the tamper check, Bob can retrieve a new
set of k shares and encrypted file. In the worst case, Bob may have to perform
this tamper check on all possible

(n
k

)
combinations of shares before giving up. An

alternate retrieval strategy would be to try all n∗ (n
k

)
combinations of shares

and documents. Each encrypted document can be tested against each of the
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k

)
share combinations. The former strategy is used in the current version of

Publius.
If we are willing to initially download all the shares from all the servers,

then yet another method for determining the key becomes available. Gemmell
and Sudan [1992] present the Berlekamp and Welch method for finding the
polynomial, and hence the key K , corresponding to n shares, of which at most
j are corrupt. The value j must be less than (n−d )/2 where d is one less than
the number of shares needed to form the key. However, if the number of corrupt
shares is greater than (n − d )/2, we are not quite out of luck. We can easily
discover whether K is incorrect by performing the verification step described
above. Once we suspect that key K is incorrect, we can just perform a brute force
search by trying all n∗ (n

k

)
combinations of shares and documents. The following

example illustrates this point. If we have n = 10 shares and require 3 shares
to form K , then the Berlekamp and Welch method will generate the correct
polynomial only if less than ((10 − 2)/2) = 4 shares are corrupted. Suppose 6
shares are corrupt. Of course, we don’t know this ahead of time, so we perform
the Berlekamp and Welch method, which leads us to key K . Key K is tested
against a subset of, or perhaps all, the encrypted documents. All of the tamper-
check failures lead us to suspect that K is incorrect. Therefore, we perform
a brute force search for the correct key by trying all n∗ (n

k

)
combinations of

shares and documents. Assuming we have a least one untampered encrypted
document, this method will clearly succeed, as we have 4 uncorrupted shares,
only 3 of which are needed to form the correct key.

Once the document has passed the tamper checks, it can be viewed in the
Web browser. In our implementation, all of the work is handled by the client
software. Publius URLs are tagged as special, and are parsed and handled in
the proxy. The proxy retrieves the page, does all of the verification, and returns
the Web content to the browser. So all of this is transparent to the user. The
user just points-and-clicks as usual. Section 5 describes Publius URLs and the
proxy software in detail.

4.4 Delete

It is desirable for Alice to be able to delete her Publius content from all servers,
while nobody else should be able to delete this content. To achieve this, just
before Alice publishes a file she generates a password, PW. Alice then sends
the encrypted document, share, and H(server domain name ·PW) to the servers
that will be hosting Alice’s published document. H(server domain name · PW)
is the hash of the domain name of the server concatenated with a password,
PW . The server stores, this hash value in the same directory as the encrypted
file and the share in a file called password. The reason this value is stored, as
opposed to just the PW or H(PW), is that it prevents a malicious server from
learning the password and deleting the associated Publius content from all
other servers that are hosting it. Even though the password itself is not stored
on the server, we must still choose this password carefully. A carefully chosen
password is necessary because this storage scheme is vulnerable to a dictionary
attack.
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An adversary, possessing a Publius’ password file and associated server IP
address, can perform the password transformation on an arbitrary list of words.
In particular, the adversary can perform the password transformation on a list
of guessed passwords (perhaps a whole dictionary). Once this list of passwords
has been transformed into the Publius password format, the adversary can
compare the list to the entry in the document’s password file. If a match is
found, then either the adversary has found the password or he has found a
collision in the hash function, H. In the former case, the adversary can now
update or delete the document on all servers storing the document. The IP
address of all servers can be derived once we possess the Publius URL.

To delete Publius content, Alice sends H(server domain name · PW) to each
hosting server, along with the namei that corresponds to the that server. The
server compares the password received to the one stored, and, if they match,
removes the directory matching the namei and all of the files in it.

At the time of publication, a publisher has the option of specifying that a
document should be undeleteable. Specifying this “do not delete” option tells
the hosting servers not to create the password file. The lack of the password file
causes all delete and update (see Section 4.5) requests to fail. Of course, this
doesn’t prevent a server, administrator from deleting the file from his server;
it does however prevent someone from trying to delete the file via the Publius
Delete protocol. This makes a brute-force password-guessing attack a waste of
time, as no password will delete the file.

4.5 Update

Our system provides a mechanism for Alice to update something that she pre-
viously published. We use the same password mechanism that is used to delete
content. Thus, Alice can change any Web page that she published, but nobody
else can. The idea is to enable Alice to change content without changing the
URL, because others may have linked to the original site. After the update,
anyone retrieving the original URL receives the new content.

In addition to file, share, and password, there is a file called update on the
servers in the namei directory. Initially, if Alice has not updated the content,
the file does not exist. When Bob retrieves the URL, if the update file is missing,
everything proceeds as described in Section 4.3.

To update the content, Alice specifies a file name containing the new content,
the original URL, the original password PW , and a new password. The update
program first publishes the new content by simply calling publish with the file
name and the new password. Once the new content is published, the original
URL is used to find the n servers that host the Publius content. Each of these
servers receives a message from Alice (a call to the server CGI script) containing
the original password stored on that server (recall that this is H(server · PW )),
the old namei, and the new URL. Each server then places the new URL in the
update file and deletes the contents in the old file.

When Bob retrieves the encrypted file or a share, if the update file exists, the
servers return the update URL. Bob receives the update URL from k servers and
compares them. If they are all equal, he then retrieves the new URL instead.
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Of course, Bob is not aware of what the retrieve program is doing behind the
scenes. From his point of view, he makes a request and receives the Web page.
If the k URLs do not match, Bob then tries the other n − k servers until he
either gets the k that are the same, or gives up. In Section 6 we discuss other
ways this could be implemented, and several tradeoffs that arise.

Although the update mechanism is very convenient, it leaves Publius con-
tent vulnerable to a redirection attack. In this attack, several malicious server
administrators collaborate to insert an update file in order to redirect requests
for the Publius content. A mechanism exists within Publius to prevent such an
attack. During the publication process the publisher has the option of declaring
a Publius URL as nonupdateable. When a Publius client attempts to retrieve
Publius content from a nonupdateable URL, all update URLs are ignored (see
Section 5.1 for more information about nonupdateable URLs).

4.6 Maintaining a Consistent State

The distributed nature of Publius means that, at any particular time, some
set of servers may be temporarily unavailable. A server can be down for main-
tenance, network problems may prevent communication, or the server may
simply have crashed. Publius was designed with this type of environment in
mind—the multiple shares and redundant storage of the encrypted files ensure
that Publius content can be retrieved even when a large number of the servers
are unavailable.

In an environment where servers may be temporarily unavailable, the ap-
plication of either the delete or update command could leave Publius content
in an inconsistent state. For example, suppose a document is published on 10
servers and that 3 shares are required to form the key. At some later point
in time the publisher of this document issues the update command. Unfortu-
nately, only 5 of the original servers can be contacted at the time of the update.
Eventually all 10 servers become available and someone attempts to retrieve
the published document. Depending on which servers are contacted, either the
original or updated document will be returned. The published document is in
an inconsistent state. The same sort of inconsistent state can arise with the
delete command—only a fraction of the servers may delete the requested doc-
ument. Publius does not directly deal with this problem. Instead, the client
software displays a message detailing the outcome of the requested operation
on each server. Each time a server performs a Publius operation, it sends an
HTTP status code back to the requesting client. Any status code other than 200
(the HTTP “OK” status code) is considered an error. A description of the error is
placed in the body of the response. These error descriptions along with server
time-out error messages are displayed after every Publius operation.

Both the update and delete operations are idempotent. This means that there
is no harm in reupdating a previously updated site or trying to delete previously
deleted content. Therefore, if an update operation fails on a set of servers,
the update operation can be performed again at some later point in time. We
hope, this second update operation will be issued to the previously unavailable
servers. The same can be said for the delete command.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

In this section we describe the software components of Publius and how these
components implement Publius functions. The Publius protocol is implemented
on top of HTTP.

5.1 Publius URLs

Each successfully published document is assigned a Publius URL. A Publius
URL has the following form

http ://!publius!/options/encode(name1) . . . encode(namen)

where namei is defined as in Section 4.2 and the encode function is the Base64
encoding function [Borenstein and Freed 1993]. The Base64 encoding function
generates an ASCII representation of the namei value.

The options section of the Publius URL is made of 9 characters that define
how the Publius client software interprets the URL. The options section en-
codes four fields: the Publius version number, the number of shares needed
to form the key, the size of the server list, and finally the update flag. The
version number allows us to add new features to future versions of Publius,
while at the same time retaining backward compatibility. It also allows Pub-
lius clients to warn a user if a particular URL was meant to be interpreted
by a different version of the client software. The next field identifies the num-
ber of shares needed to form the key, K . When publishing a document an in-
dividual can specify the number of shares needed to form the key that was
used to encrypt the document. This value also indicates the number of update
URLs that must match before the client will retrieve the new URL. The up-
date flag determines whether or not the update operation can be performed on
the Publius content associated with the URL. If the update flag is a 1, then
the retrieval of updated content will be performed in the manner described in
Section 4.5. However, if the update flag is 0, then the client will ignore update
URLs sent by Publius servers in response to share and encrypted file requests.
The update flag’s role in preventing certain types of attacks is described in
Section 6.

Here is an example of a Publius URL:

http ://!publius!/010310023/VYimRS+9ajc=
B20wYdxGsPk=kMCiu9dzSHg=xPTuzOyUnNk=

O5uFb3KaC8I=MONUMmecuCE=P5WY8LS8HGY=

KLQGrFwTcuE=kJyiXge4S7g=6I7LBrYWAV0=

The desire to remain compatible with older WWW browsers influenced the
design of the Publius URL. Many older browsers enforce the rule that a URL
can contain a maximum of 256 characters. This limit necessitated the need for
the Publius server list. Embedding the domain name of each Publius server
in the URL would have been far too costly in terms of character usage. Even
if text-compression techniques were used, the number of server names that
would fit into the 256 character limit would have been far too small for our
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intended purposes. However, almost all modern browsers essentially have no
limit on the size of the URL. This allows us to embed the server names in the
Publius URL, effectively eliminating the need for the server List. However,
simply embedding the domain name of the server is not enough, as we need to
know the location of the server’s CGI script as well. This may seem unnecessary,
as we could simply ask all server administrators to install the CGI script in
a specific directory (e.g., cgi-bin/publius). Such a system is very inflexible and
may require reconfiguring the Web server or obtaining greater access privileges.
Hence the full URL (without the “http://” prefix) needs to be stored.

5.2 Server Software

To participate as a Publius server, server operators only need to install a CGI
script available from the publius web site. This CGI script constitutes the
server software. The client software communicates with the server by executing
an HTTP POST operation on the server’s CGI URL. The requested operation
(retrieve, update, publish, or delete), the file name, the password, and any other
required information is passed to the server in the body of the POST request.
The server then attempts to perform the requested operation and sends back a
status code indicating the success or failure of the operation.

The CGI script has a number of configurable parameters. The server admin-
istrator may specify the maximum number of Publius files that may be stored
on the server. Once this number has been reached, the server will refuse any
future publish requests. Successful delete requests free disk space and lower
the published file count, thereby allowing a previously “full” server to continue
satisfying publish request. The maximum size, in kilobytes, of a Publius file is
another parameter that can be set. The server will refuse to store any file larger
than this specified maximum.

5.3 Client Software

The client software consists of an HTTP proxy that implements all of the
Publius operations. We therefore use the terms client software and proxy inter-
changeably. The proxy easily interfaces with standard Web browsers. The proxy
transparently sends nonPublius URLs to the appropriate servers and passes
the returned content back to the browser.

Most browsers that support HTTP proxies allow us to specify which URLs
should not be sent to the proxy. This mechanism can be used to prevent
nonPublius URLs from using the proxy, and thereby escape the slight perfor-
mance degradation we would expect from the use of an HTTP proxy.

The proxy performs all Publius operations, and is therefore the intermediary
between the user and the Publius servers. The proxy can be run remotely or on
the same host as the browser. (This is covered in greater detail in section 8.2.)
Upon receiving a retrieve request for a Publius URL, the proxy first retrieves
the encrypted document and shares, as described in Section 4.3, and then takes
one of three actions. If the decrypted document verifies successfully, it is sent
back to the browser. If the proxy is unable to find a document that verifies
successfully, an HTML-based error message is returned to the browser. If the
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requested document is found to have been updated, then an HTTP redirect
request is sent to the browser along with the update URL.

5.4 Publishing Mutually Hyperlinked Documents

Suppose Alice wants to anonymously publish HTML files A and B. Assume that
file A contains a hyperlink to file B. Alice would like the anonymously published
file A to retain its hyperlink to the anonymously published file B. To accomplish
this, Alice first publishes file B. This action generates a Publius URL for file B,
Burl . Alice records Burl in the appropriate location in file A. Now Alice publishes
file A. Her task is complete.

Alice now wishes to anonymously publish HTML files C and D. File C has
a hyperlink to file D and file D has a hyperlink to file C. Alice now faces the
dilemma of deciding which file to publish first. If Alice publishes file C first,
then she can change D’s hyperlink to C, but she cannot change C’s hyperlink to
D because C has already been published. A similar problem occurs if Alice first
publishes file D.

The problem for Alice is that the content of a file is cryptographically tied to
its Publius URL—changing the file in any way changes its Publius URL. This
coupled with the fact that file C and file D contain hyperlinks to each other
generates a circular dependency, each file’s Publius URL depends on the other’s
Publius URL. What is needed to overcome this problem is a way to break the
dependency of the Publius URL on the file’s content. This can be accomplished
using the Publius Update mechanism described in Section 4.5.

Using the update mechanism, Alice can easily solve the problem of mutually
hyperlinked files. First, Alice publishes files C and D in any order. This gen-
erates Publius URL Curl for file C and Publius URL Durl for file D. Alice now
edits file C and changes the address of the D hyperlink to Durl. She does the
same for file D, and she changes the address of the C hyperlink to Curl. Now she
performs the Publius Update operation on Curl and the newly modified file C.
The same is done for Durl and the newly updated file D. This generates Publius
URL Curl2 for for file C and Publius URL Durl2 for file D. The problem is solved.
Suppose Bob attempts to retrieve file C with Curl. Bob’s proxy notices the file
has been updated and retrieves the file from Curl2 . Some time later Bob clicks
on the D hyperlink. Bob’s proxy requests the document at Durl and is redirected
to Durl2 . The update mechanism ensures that Bob reads the latest version of
each document.

Figure 4 illustrates the process of publishing mutually hyperlinked content.

5.5 Publishing a Directory

Publius contains a directory publishing tool that automatically publishes all
files in a directory. In addition, if some file f contains a hyperlink to another
file g in that same directory, then f’s hyperlink to g is rewritten to reflect g’s
Publius URL. Mutually hyperlinked HTML documents are also dealt with, as
described in the previous section.

The first step in publishing a directory D is to publish all of D’s non-HTML
files and record, for later use, each file’s corresponding Publius URL. All HTML
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Fig. 4 Publishing mutually hyperlinked documents C and D.
(1) Publish C, this generates C’s Publius URL;
(2) publish D, this generates D’s Publius URL;
(3) modify document C to reflect D’s Publius URL; call this document C′, publish C′;
(4) modify document D to reflect C’s Publius URL; call this document D′, publish D′;
(5) update C’s URL to point to C′; all requests for C are redirected to C′;
(6) update D’s URL to point to D′; all requests for D are redirected to D′.

files in D are then scanned for hyperlinks to other files within D. If a hyperlink h
to a previously published non-HTML file f is found, then hyperlink h is changed
to the Publius URL of f. Information concerning hyperlinks between HTML
files in directory D is recorded in a data structure called a dependency graph.
Dependency graph, G, is a directed graph containing one node for each HTML
file in D. A directed edge (x, y) is added to G if the HTML file x must be published
before file y. In other words, the edge (x, y) is added if file y contains a hyperlink
to file x. If, in addition, file x contains a hyperlink to file y the edge (x, y) would be
added to the graph causing the creation of a cycle. Cycles in the graph indicate
that we need to utilize the Publius Update trick that Alice uses when publishing
her mutually hyperlinked files C and D (Section 5.4).

Once all the HTML files have been scanned, the dependency graph G is
checked for cycles. All HTML files involved in a cycle are published and their
Publius URLs recorded for later use. Any hyperlink h referring to a file f, in-
volved in a cycle is replaced with f’s Publius URL. All nodes in the cycle are
removed from G, leaving G cycle-free. A topological sort is then performed on
G, yielding R, the publishing order of the remaining HTML files. For example,
if file B contains a hyperlink to file A, then file A will be listed before file B in
the output of the topological sort. Hence, file A will be published before file B.
Formally, the result of a topological sort of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) is a
linear ordering of the nodes of the DAG, such that if there is a directed edge
from vertex i to vertex j, then i appears before j in the linear ordering [Aho et al.
1983]. The HTML files are published according to order R. After each file, f, is
published, all hyperlinks pointing to f are modified to reflect f’s Publius URL.
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Finally, a Publius Update operation is performed on all files that were part of
a cycle in G.

5.6 Publius Content Type

The file name extension of a particular file usually determines the way in which
a Web browser interprets the file’s content. For example, a file that has a name
ending with the extension “.htm” usually contains HTML. Similarly, a file that
has a name ending with the extension “.jpg” usually contains a JPEG image.
The Publius URL does not retain the file extension of the file it represents.
Therefore, the Publius URL gives no hint to the browser, or anyone else for that
matter, as to the type of file it points to. Indeed, this is the desired behavior,
as we do not wish to give the hosting server the slightest hint as to the type of
content being hosted. However, in order for the browser to correctly interpret
the byte stream sent to it by the proxy, the proxy must properly identify the type
of data it is sending. Therefore, before publishing a file, we prepend the first
three letters of the file’s name extension to the file. We prepend the three letter
file extension rather than the actual MIME type because MIME types are of
variable length. (An alternative implementation could store the actual MIME
type prepended with two characters that represented the length of the MIME
type string.) The file is then published as described in Section 4.2. When the
proxy is ready to send the requested file back to the browser, the three-letter
extension is removed from the file. This three-letter extension is used by the
proxy to determine an appropriate MIME type for the document. The MIME
type is sent in an HTTP “Content-type” header. If the three-letter extension is
not helpful in determining the MIME type, a default type of “text/plain” is sent
for text files. The default MIME type for binary files is “octet/stream”.

5.7 User Interface

In order to use Publius, we set our Web browser to use the client software
(proxy) as our HTTP proxy. A Publius document can be retrieved in the same
way we retrieve any other Web-based document. The URL can be entered into
the browser or we can click on a preexisting hyperlink. A Web-based interface
to the update, delete, and publish operations has been developed (see Figure 5).
This interface allows us to select the Publius operation (update, publish, or
delete) and enter the operation’s required parameters such as the URL and
password. Each Publius operation is bound to a special !publius! URL that is
recognized by the proxy. For example, the publish URL is !publius!PUBLISH.
The operation’s parameters are sent in the body of the HTTP POST request
to the corresponding !publius! URL. The proxy parses the parameters and exe-
cutes the corresponding Publius operation. An HTML-based message indicating
the result of the operation is returned.

6. LIMITATIONS AND THREATS

In this section we discuss the limitations of Publius and how these limita-
tions could be used by an adversary to censor a published document, disrupt
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Fig. 5 Publius publish screen. In addition to the password, a publisher can specify the update
and delete options that can be applied to the document. The number of shares needed to reconstruct
the document can also be set.

normal Publius operation, or learn the identity of the author of a particu-
lar document. Possible countermeasures for some of these attacks are also
discussed.

6.1 Share Deletion or Corruption

As described in Section 4.2, when a document is successfully published, a copy
of the encrypted document and a share are stored on each of the n servers. Only
one copy of the encrypted document and k shares are required to recover the
original document.

Clearly, if all n copies of the encrypted file are deleted, corrupted or otherwise
unretrievable, then it is impossible to recover the original document. Similarly,
if n− k+ 1 shares are deleted, corrupted, or cannot be retrieved, it is impossible
to recover the key. In either case, the published document is effectively censored.
This naturally leads to the conclusion that the more we increase n or decrease
k, the harder we make it for an individual, or group of individuals, to censor a
published document.

6.2 Update File Deletion or Corruption

As stated in Section 4.5, if a server receives a request for Publius content that
has an associated update file, the URL contained in that file is sent back to the
requesting proxy.
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We now describe three different attacks on the update file that could be used
by an adversary to censor a published document. In each of these attacks the
adversary, Mallory, has read/write access to all files on a server hosting the
Publius content, P, he wishes to censor.

In the first attack we describe, P does not have an associated update file.
That is, the author of P has not executed the Publius Update operation on P’s
URL. Mallory could delete P from one server, but this does not censor the con-
tent because there are other servers available. Rather than censor the Publius
content, Mallory would like to cause any request for P to result in retrieval of a
different document, Q , of his choosing. The Publius URL of Q is Qurl. Mallory
now enters Qurl into a file called “update” and places that file in the directory
associated with P. Now, whenever a request for P is received by Mallory’s server,
Qurl is sent back. Of course, Mallory realizes that a single Qurl received by the
client does not fool it into retrieving Qurl. Therefore, Mallory enlists the help
of several other Publius servers that store P . Mallory’s friends also place Qurl
into an “update” file in P ’s directory. Mallory’s censorship clearly succeeds if he
can get an update file placed on every server holding P. If the implementation
of Publius only requires that k shares be downloaded, then Mallory does not
necessarily need to be that thorough. When the proxy makes a request for P,
if Mallory is lucky, then k matching URLs are returned and the proxy issues
a browser redirect to that URL. If this happens, Mallory has censored P and
replaced it with Publius content of his own creation. This motivates higher val-
ues for k. The update flag described in Section 5.1 is an attempt to combat this
attack. If the publisher turned the update flag off when the content was pub-
lished, then the Publius client interpreting the URL will refuse to accept the
update URLs for the document. Although the content might now be considered
to be censored, some are not duped into believing that an updated file is the
Publius content published originally.

In the second attack, P has been updated and there exists an associated
update file containing a valid Publius URL that points to Publius content U. To
censor the content, Mallory must corrupt the update file on n− k + 1 servers.
Now there is no way for anyone to retrieve the file correctly. In fact, if Mallory
can corrupt that many servers, he can censor any document. This motivates
higher values for n and lower values for k.

One other attack is worth mentioning. If Mallory can cause the update files
on all of the servers accessed by the client to be deleted, then he can, in effect,
restore Publius content to its previous state before the update occurred. This
motivates requiring clients to retrieve from all n servers before performing
verification.

The attacks described above shed light on a couple of tradeoffs. Requiring
retrievers to download all n shares and n copies of the document is one extreme
that favors censorship resistance over performance. Settling for only the first
k shares opens the user up to a set of corrupt, collaborating servers. Picking
higher values for k minimizes this problem. However, lower values of k require
the adversary to corrupt more servers to censor documents. Thus, k, the number
of shares, and the number of copies of the page actually retrieved, must be
chosen with some consideration.
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6.3 Denial of Service Attacks

Publius, like all Web services, is susceptible to denial of service attacks. An
adversary could use Publius to publish content until the disk space on all servers
is full. This could also affect other applications running on the same server. We
take a simple measure of limiting each publishing command to 100K. A better
approach would be to charge for space using some anonymous e-cash system.

An interesting approach to this problem is a CPU cycle-based payment
scheme known as Hash Cash [Back 2001]. The idea behind this system is to
require the publisher to do some work before publishing. Thus, it becomes dif-
ficult to efficiently fill the server disk. We hope the attack can be detected
before the disk is full. In Hash Cash, a client wishing to store a file on a partic-
ular server first requests a challenge string c and a number b from that server.
The client must find another string s, such that at least b bits of H(c · s) match b
bits of H(s) where H is a secure hash function like MD5, and “·” is the concatena-
tion operator. That is, the client must find partial collisions in the hash function.

The higher the value of b, the more time the client needs to find a match-
ing string. The client then sends s to the server along with the file to be
stored. The server only stores the file if H(s) passes the b bit-matching test on
H(c · s). Dwork and Naor [1992] describe several other CPU cycle-based pay-
ment schemes.

Another scheme we are considering is to limit, based on the client IP address,
the amount of data that a client can store on a particular Publius server within
a certain period of time. While not perfect, this raises the bar a bit, and requires
the attacker to exert more effort. We have not yet implemented either of these
protection mechanisms.

6.4 Threats to Publisher Anonymity

Although Publius was designed as a tool for anonymous publishing, there are
several ways in which the identity of the publisher could be revealed.

Obviously, if the publisher leaves any sort of identifying information in the
published file, he is no longer anonymous. Publius does not anonymize all hy-
perlinks in a published HTML file. Thus, if a published HTML page contains
hyperlinks back to the publisher’s Web server, the publisher’s anonymity could
be in jeopardy.

Publius by itself does not provide any sort of connection-based anonymity.
This means that an adversary eavesdropping on the network segment between
the publisher and the Publius servers could determine the publisher’s identity.
If a server hosting Publius content keeps a log of all incoming network connec-
tions, an adversary can simply examine the log to determine the publisher’s IP
address. To protect a publisher from these sort of attacks, a connection-based
anonymity tool such as Crowds should be used in conjunction with Publius.

6.5 “Rubber-Hose Cryptanalysis”

Unlike Anderson’s Eternity Service [Anderson 1996], Publius allows a publisher
to delete a previously published document. An individual wishing to delete
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a document published with Publius must possess the document’s URL and
password. An adversary who knows the publisher of a document can apply so-
called “rubber-hose” cryptanalysis [Schneier 1996] (threats, torture, blackmail,
etc) to either force the publisher to delete the document or reveal the document’s
password. If the file in question was published with the “do not delete” option
(see Section 4.4), then this sort of attack will not work because the publisher
cannot delete the file.

Of course, the adversary could try to force the appropriate server administra-
tors to delete the Publius content he wants censored. However, when Publius
content is distributed across servers located in different countries and/or juris-
dictions, such an attack can be very expensive or impractical.

7. SEARCH ENGINES

The initial release of Publius did not provide any sort of search engine or index
to locate documents stored on the Publius servers. Indeed, in some cases this is
exactly why one might wish to publish with Publius. The publisher controls ex-
actly who has access to the Publius URL—no one else knows the document has
been published. Therefore, participation in any sort of search engine or indexing
scheme should be voluntary—that is, a person who publishes a document can
optionally have it indexed. Search engines for Publius, as with search engines
for the Web, can be developed without knowledge of Publius internals—we only
need the Publius protocol specification to develop such a search engine.

7.1 Possible Designs

We could easily create a system that accepted (via email or a WWW-based form)
a Publius URL and associated description and then indexed it appropriately.
Ideally, documents would be indexed by the major Web search engines. For
this to happen, the index and associated description would have to be listed on
a collection of hyperlinked Web pages. The Web pages would be crawled and
indexed by the search engine. An alternative design would be to create a CGI
script-based version of the retrieve program. The parameter to this script would
be the Publius URL. This parameter is passed in the URL itself. On invocation,
the CGI script reads the parameter and returns the Publius document. Such
a system would allow the document itself to be indexed, rather than just the
description provided by the user.

7.2 Indexing Problems

Unfortunately, indexing content introduces as many problems as it solves. Once
a search engine is available, it is not clear if a server administrator may still be
able to plausibly deny knowledge of the content on his server. Paradoxically, a
search engine may lead to greater censorship as server administrators discover
they are hosting content they disagree with. In addition, the search engine itself
is now a prime target for denial of service attacks. These problems indicate that
future research in this area is necessary.
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8. PUBLIUS: LIVE TRIAL

In early August 2000, we ran a two-month trial of the Publius system. A month
prior to the start of the trial, we sent a request for participation letter to security
and cryptography related Usenet news groups and mailing lists. We requested
that server volunteers meet the following four conditions:

(1) be connected to the internet 24 hours, 7 days a week;
(2) have the Perl scripting language and a Web server installed;
(3) set aside 100 megabytes of disk space for the storage of Publius content;

and
(4) be willing to run the Publius server CGI script (approximately 300 lines of

Perl code).

8.1 Server Volunteers

Exactly 100 individuals volunteered their servers. Although the requirements
to run Publius were relatively minor, we asked the prospective volunteers to
install a small test CGI script that spoke an abbreviated version of the Publius
protocol. The purpose of this script was to insure that the proper Perl libraries
were installed, and to allow us to actually attempt communication with the
server. Fifty-three individuals successfully installed the test-script. We sent
the full Publius server script to these individuals. We are not sure why only
53 of the 100 individuals installed the script. Only about 4 of the remaining
47 individuals ever contacted us again. Misconfigured servers accounted for
most of the problems encountered during the test-script phase of the project.
Incorrect file permission settings came in a close second.

Eventually, 39 individuals successfully installed the full Publius server
script. These server volunteers made up the first Publius server list. Over the
next several weeks another six individuals successfully installed the server
script and were added to the list. These servers were added to the to the list as
the trial progressed. As of December 2000, Publius servers exist in several coun-
tries, including Denmark, England, the Netherlands, Poland, and the United
States.

8.2 Proxy Volunteers

In addition to server volunteers, we also asked for proxy volunteers. Proxy vol-
unteers run the client software on their computers for the express purpose of
allowing others to use it. We call them remote proxies. The client software was
written to support multiple users at once—just like a traditional server pro-
cess. Installing and running a proxy is much more involved than just running
a server. The proxy is a program that is meant to be run all the time—just like
a Unix daemon process. In addition, the proxy required installing the freely
available crypto++ library—no easy feat on some operating systems involved
in the trial. Initially, 33 individuals volunteered to host Publius proxies. Of
these, only 8 installed the software. The reason for this rather low installation
rate had to do mainly with performance, security, and network bandwidth con-
siderations. Only 3 of the 33 individuals had problems installing crypto++. The
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rest were worried that hosting a Publius proxy would either saturate their net-
work connection, degrade server performance, or open their servers up to some
sort of attack. As of December 2000, there were 11 Publius proxies available
for individuals to connect to. The three additional proxies were added after the
trial began.

The main problem with using a remote proxy is that it must be trusted
completely. The remote proxy sees the Publius commands and associated pa-
rameters. This means that a malicious proxy can refuse to publish or retrieve
material. In addition, retrieved or published material can be arbitrarily mod-
ified by the proxy before it is sent to the appropriate server or browser. The
easiest way to avoid these problems is to run the proxy locally. However, if this
is not an option, we can try to publish or retrieve from multiple proxies, using
one proxy to verify the actions of the other.

8.3 Publius Usage

The Publius software was purposely distributed without any logging capability
built in. This made it difficult to determine the extent to which Publius was
being used. Therefore, at the end of the trial, we sent a questionaire to the
original 39 Publius server administrators, asking them for counts of the various
files they were storing. Shell commands made the counting procedure very easy.
Twenty-seven individuals responded to the questionaire. The highest reported
number of published files was 92, the average was 60. An average of 4 documents
per site were published with the “do not delete” option. By default, Publius
publishes a document so that it can be deleted or updated by the publisher. As
this is the default option, the small number of files published with the “do not
delete” option is not surprising. All the administrators reported either light or
steady usage—several mentioned they had even forgotten that the software was
installed. Four administrators reported keeping usage logs. The logs indicated
that far more people attempted to read Publius material than published. A
Web page containing hyperlinks to some previously published Publius content
was made available on the Publius Web site so that individuals could test the
system. This is probably the reason for the rather high read to write ratios.

Almost all Publius server administrators expressed willingness to continue
hosting content after the trial had ended. Several new hosts and proxy volun-
teers were added after the trial had ended.

8.4 Issues

A few individuals had problems with using Publius due to firewalls. By de-
fault, Publius proxies run on port 1787—the year that articles contained in the
Federalist Papers first appeared. An individual reported being unable to con-
nect to proxies due to a corporate firewall policy of not allowing connections to
ports other than the “well-known” ports. In addition, firewalls prevented two in-
dividuals from volunteering to host Publius proxies, since incoming connections
to ports other than port 80 were not allowed. Other individuals couldn’t use the
proxy because ISP or corporate policy dictated that all Web traffic be funneled
through a specific proxy, eliminating the option of specifying an alternate proxy.
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Both of the previously described problems could be solved by replacing the
proxy with a CGI script. The requested operation and parameters would be
sent as parameters to the CGI script, which would perform the corresponding
Publius operations (retrieve, publish, delete and update). While this not as
convenient as the proxy, it does clear up the firewall and proxy problem, as all
traffic goes over the standard HTTP port 80.

9. DISCUSSION

Publius, and the many peer-to-peer-related software projects (Freenet,
Gnutella, etc.) that appeared around the same time as Publius, fit into the
category of “disruptive technologies” [Oram 2001]. All programs are essentially
attempting to overlay a new naming scheme on top of the Internet. These pro-
grams are moving us away from the host-centric naming scheme that has dom-
inated the Web and other Internet-related applications. These new naming
schemes are leading to more robust applications that are less susceptible to the
denial of service attacks that have been successfully deployed against previous
generations of network-based applications.

Publius and its file-sharing brethren are certainly not the final word on
censorship-resistant or Internet-based publishing in general. Each system has
its strengths and weaknesses, and will therefore be improved over time or super-
seded by better applications. Publius can be improved in a number of ways. As
stated in Section 5.1, modern browsers allow us to embed the names of the host-
ing Publius servers into the URL. This will allow us to dispense with the Publius
server list, which will certainly lead to a more robust system. Work remains to
be done on deterring denial of service attacks aimed at filling up the disk drives
of the hosting servers. Some sort of anonymous e-cash payment scheme is one
possible solution. Krawczyk [1993] describes how to use Rabin’s information
dispersal algorithm to reduce the size of the encrypted file stored on the host
server. We believe this scheme could be easily and fruitfully added to Publius.

Publius’s main contributions, beyond previous anonymous publishing sys-
tems, include an automatic tamper-checking mechanism, a method for updat-
ing or deleting anonymously published material, and methods for anonymously
publishing mutually hyperlinked content.

The Publius Web site is http://www.cs.nyu.edu/~waldman/publius.html.
The source code and instructions for using Publius are available at this site.
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